Secure, compact, fast.
Secure
Designed for countries requiring high levels of
security, meets the most demanding requirements
of payment transactions (EMV level 1 and 2
approved - VISA PED approved).
Compact
Ergonomic design, a single module, small size
and easy to use, contains all the hardware elements
and software applications needed to make it fully
self-governing and efficient.
Fast
Multiple communication options allow the
choice of connections most suitable to achieve
performance and satisfactory results, whether it is
the modem V21-V22-V22bis and if required
V32bis, or the ISDN line or Lan Ethernet channel
managing the TCP/IP, UDP protocols.
Hardware Specifications of Darwin 2005


















Hardware platform with security Micro to manage the sensitive data and functions
Erasure circuit to cancel the sensitive data in case of a tamper attack
Proprietary Operating System with flexible, easy to use and well documented libraries
Toolkit, Windows based, interactive with debugging tools
Web based TMS for terminal management and software download
Magnetic card Reader to 2/3 or 1/2 tracks
EMV compliant ICC Reader/Writer
Flash and Ram memory up to:

flash: 4 Mbyte

ram: 1 Mbyte
Modem V21-V22-V22 bis - V32 bis (both tone and multi-frequency selection)
RS232 channel for leased line connection or "D" channel
RS232 channel to link an external device (for example: ECR)
Graphic Display 128x64 pixels
Fast loading thermal printer
Key board with 10 numeric keys plus "00" and "." keys
Confirm Cancel and Abort keys referred by the colours indicated by
international standards plus 3 function keys
Single cable to connect power supply and phone line (PSTN)
Type Approved
Operating instructions

EMV

Dimensions
Lenght
Width
Height
Weight

240 mm
94 mm
75 mm
600 g

LEVEL 1 and 2
VISA PED Approved

EMV and VISA PED approved
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2
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1
1
Card Reader

2
3

 EMV compliant ICC Reader/Writer
 Magnetic card reader in 2/3 or 1/2 tracks

Keyboard






Backlit
Functional keys
Alphanumeric keyboard
Ergonomic and customer friendly
Keys with international standard colours

Interface Modules

4
5

 Modem V21-V22-V22 bis (both tone and multi-frequency selection)
or one of the following options:
 Modem V32 bis
 ISDN line for connection to channel B
 Lan Ethernet channel managing the TCP/IP, UDP protocols
 RS232 channel for leased line connection or "D" channel
 RS232 channel to link an external device (for example: ECR)

Display
 Backlit
 128 X 64 pixels
 Full graphic with high level of resolution








Please visit our web site. www.dasistemi.com
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Paper roll size, 50 mm
Transparent paper roll cover
Fast loading printer integrated
More than 10 lines per second
Intelligent print and motor control
Fully graphic with high level of resolution
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